
                               A Word from Ann Orel  U3A GW Secretary  
 
What the world talked about in 2021 
Earlier health pandemics left us the legacy of their names like 
Spanish ’Flu, SARS, AIDS. However, COVID-19 has done more than 
just adding another word to the dictionary. It has created a whole 
new language for articulating our concerns about the biggest health 
crisis experienced in generations.  
 
Medical terminology is now part of our everyday vocabulary. We use the terms contact 
tracing, index case, super spreader, self-quarantine, pandemic, lockdown 
without thinking twice, not to mention newly-coined words: covidiot  someone ignoring 
Public Health advice; Blursday an unspecified day because of lockdown’s disorienting 
effect on time; zoombombing high-jacking a Zoom video call; Miley Cyrus – rhyming 
cockney slang for virus. We await covexit when life returns to the new normal and 
WFH (working from home) and home schooling become less usual.   
 
Will things ever be the same again?   Think birthdays. Will you 
allow candles on the cake to be blown out? Hmmmm.  Through 
these challenging times, we enact physical distancing. Social 
distancing, though, puts pressure on our sense of community - a 
fundamental human need. Our ZOOM COURSES, thankfully, allow 
us to have a type of social contact and for that we thank U3A.  
 
Consider this now popular quote, “Remember when the 
Titanic was sinking and the band continued to play? Well 
we’re the band.”  Great work U3A and especially the Greater Western Region in 
helping us through these times!
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Hey GW U3A members.                  2021 has been a long haul.  A few wonderful presentations still to come up as we 
finalise our Semester 1   2022 courses.    Know that our presenters have been there for you.     Are you there for 
them?    We can always do with volunteer help so please do not hesitate to talk to anyone on Committee and 
consider being a part of us for 2022.  Check out your website  especially your Committee's page.  Click on one of 
their names to email them.                                                                                                                                                                ~ Editor 
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PSYCHOLOGY - 
CONFLICT RESOLUTION 
on ZOOM 
          ~ Cathy Bugden 

Well, 10 weeks has come 
and gone so quickly! I 

chose to enrol in Mimi’s Conflict 
Resolution on Zoom because of an 
unusual incident that occurred recently. It 
was pleasing to know that we had such a 
course being offered at U3A and weekly! 

The course was advertised as “most 
people believe there are only three 
solutions to conflict – compromise, win or 
lose. But there are better ways … 
discover handy tools that will enable you 
to view conflict as an opportunity …  
certainly help enhance your personal 
growth”. With a maximum of 10 in the 
course, learning from each other was 
assured. Mimi is super prepared each 
week and sends handouts by email in 
preparation for the next session, as well 
as homework. Not only are you listening 
and taking notes, but you are putting into 
practice aspects of conflict resolution. 
Continually reminded about using our 
new skills, Mimi ensures that every 
participant participates in role play. As 

the weeks progressed, we 
became aware of conflict 
occurring all around us, 
in the news, between 
prominent people and in 
our private lives. It’s 
there - continually.  

The trick for us all is to pick up on conflict 
cues and address it before it gets out of 
hand. There are conflict cues to be aware 
of, ranging from discomfort, incident, 
misunderstanding, tension to crises. We 
came to understand that we could stop 
conflict right there at misunderstanding, 
short circuiting the progression to crises.  

We realised that there are more ways 
than one to react to conflict through 
learning skills in communication, self-
affirmation, active listening, how/when to 
be assertive, ‘I’ sentences, power,  I 
should vs I choose, recognising our 
shadow, etc.  

I found the course extremely worthwhile 
AND enjoyable. And how important has 
ZOOM become in our lives? How good 
was it to take such a course in the 
comfort of our own homes. 
 

Check Sydney U3A ZOOM to view remaining Zoom presentations for 2021

UPCOMING Presentations from GW 
November 2 10am Japan & Korea I 
Contact Helene hseddonglass@gmail.com 

November 2  2pm China Travel/History  
Contact Con  bugdenc@gmail.com 

November 4  2pm  Emmeline Pankhurst 
Contact Rex rexpat@optusnet.com.au 

November 9 10am Cockatoo Island 
Contact Ken kensies@netspace.net.au 
 
November 10 1:30am Lively Discussion  
Contact Sue suenielson@hotmail.com

November 16 10am Japan & Korea Part 2  
Contact Helene hseddonglass@gmail.com 

November 18 2pm Harold Cazneaux 
Contact Rex rexpat@optusnet.com.au 
 
November 24 1:30am Lively Discussion  
Contact Sue suenielson@hotmail.com 

November 30 2pm Cape York Travel/History 
Contact Con  bugdenc@gmail.com 
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A Peek at 
WhatsUp for U3A 

GW 2022

New Courses/ Activities 2022

We are excited to think we may be face-to-
face at the beginning of Semester 1 2022.  
 
Planning has begun and our Course  
Co-ordinator, Sue Bailey, has been focussed 
on getting new activities and courses ready 
for an active 2022.

Let’s take a squiz! 
 
Tai Chi / Qi Gong led by Ellen Pilgrim          Pickleball led by Patrick McGovern 

Monthly Movies led by Sue Bailey                ICT led by  Sue Bailey    

WAGS (Walking Around Greater Sydney) led by Liz Ryan and Keith Austin

KEEP AN EYE OUT FOR THE 2022 COURSE BOOK which will be uploaded to our GW U3A 
Web page Course and Updates early 2022

A chance to catch up with old friends and new friends from GW 
U3A (and not on ZOOM). Fill up your picnic basket and head 
out to Nurragingy Nature Reserve Rosella Picnic Area in 
Blacktown for a few hours of companionship as we enjoy being 
outdoors picnicking.        DECEMBER 1 at NOON! 

HEADS UP!  I heard the Santa himself is thinking of picnic-ing with us. Best ya wear your 
glittery Chrissy gear. Never know what might happen!    How to get to that picnic spot.

STEP 1: 
Cross through 
Colbee Centre 
parking lot 
and TURN 
Right. 

COLBEE 
CENTRE  
Car Park EXIT 

STEP 2: Yup - you will see two yellow signs with the word  
EXIT on them… ignore them.  Turn toward them and then left  
onto the smaller road.  
 
PS Blue car in image is driving away from, not into, our picnic 
area.

STEP 3: Keep driving 
until you see this sign on 
your right. Turn right…
keep going…. you will see 
us with our bbq tongs 
waving in the air…

https://sydneyu3a.org/sydney-u3a/regions/greater-western/u3a-gw-courses/


 
Dr Angela Merkel -  
     A Diamond            
     ~ Rex Broadbent 
 
In an amazing 
discussion on the life 
and times of Chancellor 

Angela Merkel, Rex found himself having 
to repeat his presentation two days later, 
such was the enthusiasm of U3A 
members.  What we learnt about Merkel 
was beyond what so many of us knew… 
here is a summary of this icon of 
democracy.  

Before her Life in Politics 
Her father was a Lutheran pastor in the 
atheist East Germany. Angela held on to 
her religious faith throughout her life. 

Gifted student but did not take that for 
granted. She worked - she prepared. 

As a teenager, she was “not into drinking 
and boys.” 

At Karl Marx University (now Leipzig) she 
associated with other high-level quantum 
physics students. 

First marriage to quantum physics 
student, Ulrich Merkel, lasted a few of 
years. 

During her academic work met Dr Joachim 
Sauer, and entered a lifelong marriage.  
 
Her Life in Politics - Overview 
After the Wall came down on 9/11/1989, 
Merkel became interested in politics.   
 
Elected into East German Parliament in its 
one-and-only free election, she 
manoeuvred her way in to speak to the 
new Prime Minister. He later recalled her 
as “the woman was a scientist … 
disciplined, focused and was a doer.” 

She was viewed as calm and organised, 
compared to those around her during the 
momentous circumstances of the changes 
in East Germany. 

Merkel turned networking into an art 
form. 

Chancellor Helmut Kohl realised that she 
would be valuable in the new Federal 
German Government after Germany was 
re-unified. 

To win her North-German constituency 
seat in the Federal German Government, 
she spoke to fishermen in their huts, who 
commented that she ”asked intelligent 
questions and expressed no opinions” and 
“gave the impression that she understood 
us,” - echoing others in decades to come. 

She has won that constituency in all 
seven Federal elections since. 
 
Merkel impressed all with her handling of 
the Euro crisis from 2010 onward. 



                                                     
Became a strong, consistent voice in the 
immigration of asylum seekers into 
Europe in 2015 onwards. 

The phrase she made famous during the 
immigration crisis, 'Wir schaffen 
das’ (We can do it), became well-used by 
Prime Minster Boris Johnson. 

She was not daunted by Vladimir Putin 
or Donald Trump although media during 
press conferences demonstrated she was 
a Chancellor who was not prepared to 
play games.  

Angela Merkel without Politics - 
unadorned, smart, purposeful 
Asked by a journalist why she has no 
servants or even a cook, she replied, “My 
husband and I do the cleaning and 
cooking – why would we need servants?” 

When asked why she wore the same 
dress as on a previous occasion, she 
replied simply, “I am a politician, not a 
model” 

In her 20s, with her first degree in hand, 
she left her marriage and became a 
‘squatter’ in East Berlin: found an empty 
government flat, broke open the door 
lock, made the inside liveable. Her 
Lutheran parents were not impressed, 
“You haven't made it very far, have you,” 
Pastor Kasner said, and shook his head. 
He did not approve. 

When she visited West Germany and saw  
the West German fast streamlined trains 
and compared them to the ramshackle 
East German ones, she was astonished, 
“.. the Inter-City trains of the 
Bundesbahn. What technological wonder! 
Oh me, oh my, that was amazing.” 
 
Her wardrobe left a lot to be desired: her 
sandals and jeans did not quite fit the 
dress code. The bemused East German 
PM regaled that, “She looked very much 
like a student and had all the mannerisms 
that went with it. On a trip to Moscow we 
had to go 
out to get 
her a coat 
and a new 
shoes.”     

Unflappable 
- her 
reaction 
when a 
tray of beer was accidentally poured 
over and down her back. She remained 
calm, and even turned towards the young 
waiter and smiled. 
 
Angela Merkel - the Diamond 
You would by now be aware of Angela’s 
iconic hand gesture.  This was her way 
of remaining calm when in the public 
spotlight.  It became known as Merkel 
Raute (Merkel Rhombus) or the diamond 
(our Dr Norman Swan uses a similar 
iconic gesture exemplifying calm and 
rational discussion). 

~ Rex Broadbent 



     In a wonderful presentation on 
   the beginnings of SLAVERY,  
  Barry Nielson overwhelmed us 
  with the knowledge that slavery  
  was pretty much a norm in 

ancient times.  And it could depend  
      on your RANK in the society in which 
you lived. Nothing personal. Just, as mentioned, a 
norm. 

Barry has contributed 10 fascinating facts on slavery. Worth thinking about especially in 
today’s world where citizens fight against societal rules for health and safety as 
interfering with their FREEDOM.  In a protest march in America (2020), a sign was 
held up with the following annotation: ‘Muzzles are for dogs and slaves. I am a 
free human being.’  Free human being vs slavery.  How did human beings lose their 
freedom or did they?                 

Myth: Slavery is a product of Capitalism.  
Fact:  Slavery is older than first human records.  

Myth: Slavery was always based on race.  
Fact:  Not until the 15thC was slavery associated with people  
          of African descent.  

Myth: New World slaves came exclusively from West Africa.  
Fact:  Half of all New World slaves came from Central Africa. 

Myth: Most slaves were imported into what is now the USA. 
Fact:  Well over 90% of slaves from Africa were imported into 
          the Caribbean and South America. 

Myth: The first slaves arrived in USA in 1619.  
Fact:  Slaves arrived in Spanish Florida at least a century before 1619. 

Myth: Slaveholders sought to deculture slaves by forbidding African names and       
   languages and obliterating African culture.  
Fact:  While deculturation was part of the slavery project, African music, dance,  religion  
          and decoration exerted a profound, ongoing influence on American culture.  

Myth: Slaves engaged almost exclusively in unskilled brutish field labour.  
Fact:  Much of the labour performed by slaves required high skill levels and painstaking  
          effort. Masters relied on slaves for skilled craftsmanship. 

Slavery Myth or 

Misconception



                

Myth: Upon arrival in Latin America, slaves were given hasty     
   instruction in a complex foreign religion in a language they 
   could barely understand.  
Fact:  A certain number of slaves were baptised Christians and   
   others were familiar with Christianity.  

Myth: Before the Civil War, southern churches were highly secret.  
Fact:  In 1860, slaves constituted about 26 percent of Southern 
          Baptist Church membership.  
  
Myth: Slaves were brainwashed - stunned into submission and         
   rarely resisted slavery.  
Fact:  Resistance took a variety of forms ranging from day-to-  
   day resistance, economic bargaining, running away and   
   guerrilla-type tactics, as well as outright rebellions.

~ Barry Nielson

Some Fun for You

Blame it on Shakespeare or the way we English speaking peeps change our language 
(especially we Aussies) but here a some very crazy words for you to think about.  
Why not share over a cuppa with your mates now that we can have some real time 
together.  See who can win the prize for the best use of any of the following:

WABBIT

BLOVIATE

BROUHAHA

DONNYBROOK
NUDIUSTERTIAN

BIBBLE

BUMBERSHOOT

Or match the word with the supposed meaning (good luck).  

Crazee Words    Meanings 

Donnybrook   Umbrella  
Brouhaha    Exhausted 
Nudiustertian   Politician who says things for personal advancement 
Bibble    Day before yesterday  
Bloviate    Uproar or big event 
Wabbit    Riot or melee 
Bumbershoot   People who talk for a long length of time 
Snollygoster    Drinking or eating noisily 



Maya Angelou was the topic of a recent presentation in People and Events that 
Changed the World.  Why the Cage Bird Sings is a deeply philosophical rendering 
of her life from abuse to compassion.  It is clear that understanding the diversity of 
freedom was an important part of her message in her many books of poetry, her 
seven autobiographies and her work as a lecturer and social activist - freedom 
fighter.   Below is a poem based on GW member Glennis Henning’s reading of Robert 
Frost’s poem The Road Less Travelled and the many poems by Angelou that 
inspired Glennis.                                                                                 ~ Editor  
                                                       *** 
I have been a reader of Angelou’s many books of poetry, and during the 
presentation, I was introduced to new things about her and reminded of others.  In 
the presentation, there was a reference to a quote by Angelou that, for me, really 
reaches into the heart of things,  ‘When I reach for the pen to write I have to 
scrape it across the scars.’     
 
And to Maya Angelou, I raise a glass.                                      ~ Glennis Henning 

  Self approval  
  Self acceptance  
  Self appreciation … at long last.  

  After years of tussling amongst the throng, 
  I had to follow my mind, acknowledge my scepticism 
  While striving for goodness - to believe in it. 
                                     
  Yet belief is not goodness,  
  It is either there or not there. 
  Goodness is kindness,  
  Helpfulness,  
  Empathy,  
  Forgiveness and honesty. 
 
  In spite of disbelief, goodness can be cultivated, 
  But what a wintry battle  - against family and friends –  
  At times. 

  Now I can stand alone, strong, quiet, 
  Blossoming like a wattle in early spring, 
  A bit old, but myself!   
  Thankful for inner honesty, believable beyond belief. 

  I’m glad I took the one - that road - less travelled by. 
  The difference - freedom.

   Maya Angelou 
  

Stand up straight 

and realise who you 
are; that you tower 
over your 
circumstances.  
 
I can be changed by 
what happens me. But I 
refuse to be reduced by 
it. 

If you don’t like 
something, change it. If 
you can’t change it, 
change your attitude.  

As long as you’re 
breathing, it’s never too 
late to do some good.


